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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this meeting we wanted to provide you with an overview of our current efforts, status of draft demand projections, outreach being done and the team’s next steps. 



Current Efforts
• Finalized review of BEBR deliverable
• Draft demand projections under review

– Public Supply detailed
• Distributed FSAID IV Agricultural projections spatially
• Established water source options, technical writing and 

reclaimed water subgroups 
• Solicited reclaimed water projections
• Initiating solicitation of water project options
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The team has had a lot of work going on, but we wanted to highlight a few things for you today…….



Projection Changes
• FSAID IV
• BEBR Population
• Per Capita
• Starting Year
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the next few slides we are going to show some of the draft projections that have been developed. Prior to that, we would like to caveat reasons for the changes in the projections. At the time of the 2015 RWSP, the team used the best available data and methodologies at the time to develop the projections. Previously, the Districts all had varying methodologies for the various projections. Two of the biggest changes in methods were for AG and PS. Agricultural projections were previously based on historic acreage trends and permitted acreage and supplemental irrigation needs from AFSIRS / Blaney-Criddle at a combination of 1-in-10 and 2-in-10 drought years. The new AG methodology was developed for FDACS and is known as FSAID. The version being used is FSAID IV. FSAID IV takes into account currently irrigated AG, acreage and economic trends, and actual historic water use and projections used are average 5-in-10 conditions. Public supply population was previously projected using a percent share method for two of the Districts and a GIS model for one district; starting with population served / projected. For the 2015 RWSP, one District included functional population in the utilities projections (including tourist, seasonal and net commuter). For this RWSP update, BEBR was contracted for a special project to develop parcel level historic estimates of population and parcel level projections of population. These parcel level projections were then aggregated to each public supply service area boundary to develop new and consistent estimates of historic population and future population. It is inherent that for some utilities, DSS is included in their population estimates; which could in turn reduce their gross per capita rates being used.      Estimated county populations and projections produced by BEBR are very similar between the 2020 Draft plan and 2015 RWSP as I showed on the previous graph. We have revised the way we distribute this population to each utility in the 2020 using a parcel level approach, but the main factor affecting the PWS demands is the 17 percent decrease in CFWI-wide gross per capita, from 168 in the 2015 RWSP to 139 in the Draft 2020 Plan.Gross per capita, the factor used to project public water supply demands can be impacted over time by several factors; not limited to implementation of conservation and reclaimed water, rainfall and climate, economic conditions and methodologies employed. The starting year and 5-year averages used in each respective plan also have an impact on the changes in seen. Previously, in the 2015 RWSP all 2015 were projections. The team intended to use 2010 as the base year and a 5-year average of 2006-2010 for per capita calculations. At the time of plan development, some 2010 data was not available. As such, some 2010 in the 2015 RWSP were also projections. This will be illustrated in a few slides. For the 2020 RWSP, 2015 is being used as the base year with a 5-year average of 2011-2015 for per capita calculations. All 2015 data is actual estimates or reported data that has been published by each respective District.  Also new this year, stakeholder input was provided by LRA and PG representatives. During development of the methods, LRA representatives indicated that there would be no new golf courses in the CFWI area. This component of the LRA sector was held constant. Representatives from PG for both Duke and OUC facilities indicated that their facilities would need no additional groundwater through 2040. Also under review, the TECO facility in Polk county may show a reduction in groundwater demand through 2040 via completion of an AWS project.  As all of these impacts and updates are interrelated and it is difficult to say how much impact one had on the other in the updates. However, we have estimated that the changes in PS and AG, both methods and base year averages, have an impact of 39 and 33 percent respectively in the update for the 2020 RWSP.   So, with all those caveats in mind, we’ll move on to the preliminary draft graphs.



Draft Population Projections

Category 2015 2040 Change % Change

Public Supply 2,856,512 4,215,543 1,359,031 48%

Domestic Self-Supply 
& Small Utilities 77,403 134,050 56,647 73%

Total 2,933,915 4,349,593 1,415,678 48%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the draft population projections developed by BEBR for the CFWI area. Public supply population projections are under review and it is likely that population may shift from the public supply category to the DSS category, with the total remaining the same.This is a result of the methodology employed in that all population within a service area was aggregated to the utility service area boundary. In some cases, this creates a higher population for the utility than what they are actually serving.  In the 2015 plan2010 was 2.82035 was 4.1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows a comparison of the BEBR population projections from the 2015 RWSP and the current draft effort. As you can see, they trend very closely.2015 RWSPWas increase of 1.4 million or 49% 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As public supply and agriculture are our 2 largest sectors, we also wanted to provide a comparison of projected agricultural acres.Noting that previously 2015 acreage were projections. 2015 on the orange line represents acreage projections published by FDACS in their FSAID IV product. 2015 is actual irrigated acreage and was field verified by the District and USGS in a joint project with FDACS.   2020 RWSP = reduction of 1,383 acres Prior to sector plan incorporation, FSAID IV indicated decrease of 8,601 acres



Outreach
• April 

Newsletter
• Website 

Resources
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For outreach, our team provided an article for the newsletter this month that lets stakeholders know about the planning effort and our two new products for projections; FSAID IV and BEBR parcel projections.To make items more readily available for stakeholder review, we have added additional resources and links to the CFWI webpage. These include……….We will also be adding the draft demand projections file and draft methodology write-up once our team finishes our review. 



Next Steps
• Verify water demand projections
• Finalize reclaimed water projections
• Solicit project options / update existing 

project list
• Outreach to stakeholders
• Coordination with WRAT for modeling
• Begin drafting chapters
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The letter for project solicitation is under review now and will be sent out this month. Continuing outreach to stakeholders, including SWFWMD presenting RWSP topics to their respective advisory committees.Coordination with WRAT meeting on April 16th.As mentioned, the technical writing team has been formed and we will begin updates on the chapters we can, streamlining the 2020 RWSP for an easier read.
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